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Abstract. Channel bandwidth in 3G communication networks is very much 
limited for video telephony services. Therefore, it is worthwhile to enhance a 
subjective quality of video contents via ROI based coding. In this paper, An 
ROI/xROI based rate-control method is proposed, which considers the coding 
of both the ROI and the extended ROIs (xROI’s) in non-ROI to meet given tar-
get bitrates. In the proposed method, the QP values are increasingly assigned in 
MB wide inside the non-ROI away from ROI. This reduces the abrupt change 
in visual quality and the amounts of residual signals along the border between 
ROI and non-ROI. In this regard, the subjective visual quality is enhanced as 
well as the proposed rate control has flexibility to control the amounts of the 
output bitstreams. Experimental results show that the proposed scheme can 
more effectively achieve the average target bitrates with the better subjective 
quality than the existing rate control algorithm in H.264|AVC by reducing the 
variation of the output bitstream amounts. 
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1   Introduction 

The H.264|AVC standard has been developed by the Joint Video Team (JVT), which 
was jointly established by ISO/IEC MPEG and ITU-T VCEG [1]. The H.264|AVC 
enhances coding efficiency by adopting some innovative features such as 4x4 integer 
transform, multiple reference frames, various block types for MC, deblocking filters, 
and a rate-distortion optimization (RDO) based mode decision [2]. 

The Baseline profile of H.264|AVC is largely intended for mobile video telephony 
and mobile TV applications which require real-time transmission via limited channel 
bandwidths. Constant bit-rate channels can not deal with variable bitrates data stream 
of H.264|AVC in real-time unless an appropriate rate control mechanism is incorpo-
rated. Rate control algorithms adaptively adjust quantization parameter (QP) values to 
accomplish required target bitrates [3]. 
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H.264|AVC utilizes RDO to select an optimal mode for each MB, which causes the 
rate control to be more complicated. In H.264|AVC, the RDO based coding requires 
QP assignment a priori, and QP is determined by using Mean Absolute Differences 
(MAD). However, the MAD of the current MB is available only after RDO based 
coding is completed. This problem is called ‘Chicken and Egg Dilemma’. In order to 
solve this dilemma, the rate control algorithm for H.264|AVC uses a linear model to 
estimate MAD of each MB in the current frame from that of co-located MB in the 
previous frame, and adopts a quadratic Rate-Distortion (R-D) model to predict QP. 
This predicted QP may not be accurate because the estimated information is not com-
pletely associated with the current frame [4]. Therefore, the fluctuation of output 
bitrates is high, and QP dependency of RDO causes the rate control algorithm of 
H.264|AVC to be computationally expensive. To solve these problems, a lot of stud-
ies have been accomplished by using other models in [5]-[7]. 

Recently, the demands for video telephony services on mobile devices are increas-
ing in the 3rd Generation (3G) communication networks. The channel bandwidth for 
each user is 64kbps at maximum. For video transmission, approximately 48kbps is 
used at most in circuit-switched channels. H.263 is currently adopted for video te-
lephony services, but the video quality is not good enough to satisfy user’s needs. To 
overcome this situation, substituting H.263 with H.264|AVC has been tried, yet it is 
difficult to directly employ the existing H.264|AVC. Especially, the current rate con-
trol algorithm for H.264|AVC should be improved because of the large fluctuation of 
bitrates and high complexity. Furthermore, Region-Of-Interest (ROI) based coding is 
a good means to maintain the visual quality of important parts in video at somewhat 
satisfactory levels under such a low bit-rate environment [8]. In [9]-[10], ROI based 
rate control algorithms have been proposed. However, these papers focused on the 
improvement of subjective visual quality by utilizing the ROI based coding which 
divides a frame only into two regions: ROI and non-ROI. 

In this paper, an effective ROI/xROI based rate control algorithm compatible with 
H.264|AVC is introduced for video telephony applications. The xROI stands for ex-
tended ROI and non-ROI is divided into multiple xROI’s in MB wide around ROI. 
The proposed scheme incorporates a simple update rule for assigning QP values to 
reduce the fluctuation of output bitrates in GOP. The QP values to be applied for the 
xROI’s inside the non-ROI are increasingly assigned away from ROI so that the vis-
ual quality is smoothly degraded. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In 
Section 2, the ROI/xROI based coding is introduced. The proposed rate control algo-
rithm is addressed in Section 3, and experimental results are given in Section 4.  
Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 5. 

2   ROI/xROI Based Coding 

The existing ROI based coding splits a frame into two regions including ROI and 
non-ROI [8]. On the other hand, a large difference in visual quality between ROI and 
non-ROI can make the reconstructed frames unpleasant. To solve this drawback, the 
QP values are increasingly assigned for the xROI’s (in MB-wide strip regions) in non-
ROI away from ROI. This also reduces the amounts of residual signals along the 
border between ROI and non-ROI so that coding efficiency is increased. 
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We improve subjective visual quality using the ROI/xROI based coding. When 
xROI is applied into non-ROI, non-ROI is split into more than two areas. Fig. 1 
shows an example of partitioning a frame into ROI (marked as ) and non-ROI 
which is further divided into multiple xROI’s, that is, xROI1, xROI2 and xROI3, 
marked as ,  and , respectively. 

 

Fig. 1. Example of a frame in which the ROI/xROI based coding is employed for Car phone 
sequence / QCIF, ROI Size: 30MBs 

In this scheme, the lowest QP value is assigned to ROI (QP1) and QP is increas-
ingly assigned to the regions, xROI1 (QP2), xROI2 (QP3) and xROI3 (QP4), respec-
tively. 

4321 QPQPQPQP ≤≤≤                                             (1) 

So, the visual quality of the reconstructed frame is gracefully degraded away from 
the ROI. Then, QP of each xROI is increased by a constant value (QP-Step) depend-
ing on the distance from the ROI. So, ROI has the best quality and the area closer to 
ROI gets the better quality. This can enhance both the subjective and the objective 
video quality in comparison with the existing ROI based coding. 

3   Proposed Rate Control Algorithm 

3.1   Overall Algorithm 

The proposed ROI/xROI based rate control algorithm performs a frame-level adjust-
ment on the QP values (QP values for ROI and xROI’s in non-ROI) to reduce the 
difference between the amounts of target bit and output bit and the bit fluctuation per 
a Group of Pictures (GOP) as well as the computational complexity, compared to the 
existing rate control algorithm in H.264|AVC. Fig. 2 illustrates the flow chart of the 
proposed ROI/xROI based rate control method. 

Stage 1: Allocate a target bits for I- and P-pictures at frame-level. 
Stage 2: Compute the remaining bit amount (=target bits-output bits of the pre-

vious frame) for the current frame and accumulate these remaining bits 
within the GOP. 
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Fig. 2. Flow Chart of the Proposed ROI/xROI based Rate Control Algorithm 

Stage 3: Determine QP increment or decrement for ROI and xROI1 from Look-
up tables by taking into account the remaining bits of the previous 
frame and the accumulated remaining bits in the current GOP. 

Stage 4: Update QP values for ROI and xROI1 using the QP increment or dec-
rement in Stage 3. 

Stage 5: Determine QP-Step for the remaining xROI’s by taking into account 
the QP value for xROI1. 

Stage 6: Update QP values for the remaining xROI’s using QP-Step in Stage 5. 

3.2   Frame-Level Update of the QP Values for I- and P-Pictures 

As explained in the previous section, we need to adjust the QP values to be applied 
for coding ROI and xROI’s in non-ROI to meet the target bit rates. Video telephony 
may require video transmission of QCIF size in average of 10 fps via the circuit-
switched channel of 42kbps for satisfactory services. In this case, we may have each 
GOP with 10 frames including one I-frame and 9 P-frames. Our goal is to meet the 
target bitrates per GOP with the output bitrates. The QP values are renewed on a 
frame-level to meet the average target bitrates. An encoding target bit amount is as-
signed for the I-picture in the first GOP. The excess or remnant bit amount for each I-
picture is computed for a given target bitrates (42kbps in our case) after I-picture 
encoding, which is also taken into account when the OP values for ROI and xROI’s in 
the next I-picture are to be adjusted. The remaining bits after the I-picture encoding is 
equally divided and distributed for the following P-pictures as their target bitrates in 
the current GOP. For each P-picture, adjustment of QP values for ROI and xROI’s is 
done depending on the excess or remnant bit for the P-picture encoding as well as the 
accumulated amount of the excess and remnant bits until the previous P-pictures in 
GOP. The adjustment of QP increments and decrements is made by a look-up table 
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based on the amounts of the remaining bit amount in the previous P-picture and the 
accumulated bit amount until the previous in each GOP, which is experimentally 
determined by various training sequences with slow and fast motion. 

We assume that the ROI is already selected. The ROI includes a face, consisting of 
30 MBs. For this, we set an appropriate ROI in the first frame of each sequence and 
fix its position during encoding. Automatic segmentation of ROI is outside the scope 
of this paper. A detailed explanation of the ROI/xROI based rate control algorithm is 
given as follows: 

Stage 1: Frame-level Target Bits Allocation 

If (The current frame == I-frame) { 
The target bit amount for an I-frame in a GOP is computed as 

, argGOP t etR = argt etR , , argI t etR = Iα · , argGOP t etR                           (2) 

where , argGOP t etR , argt etR  are the target bitrates for a GOP and a sequence, re-

spectively. Iα  is selected experimentally from various video sequences with 

Iα =0.35. 

} 
Else{ 

If (The previous frame == I-frame) 
The amount of the target bits for P-frame in i-th GOP is derived as 

, arg
i
P t etR = ( , argGOP t etR ,

i
I outputR− ) ,/ GOP

P frameN                             (3) 

where ,
i
I outputR  is the number of the output bits of I-frame in i-th GOP, 

,
GOP
P frameN  

is the number of P-frames in a GOP and is set to 9 in our case. 
} 

Stage 2: Computation of Remaining Bits 

If (The current frame == I-frame) 
The remaining bits of I-frame in i-th GOP, ,

i
I frameG  are calculated as 

,
i
I frameG = , argI t etR 1

,
i
I outputR −−                                                 (4) 

Else{ 
If (The current frame == The first P-frame in sequence) 

01,1
, =GOPPG      (5) 

where 1,1
,GOPPG  is the initial accumulated remaining bits for the first P-frame in 

the 1st GOP. 
Else if (The previous frame == I-frame) 

GOP
framePNi

GOPP
i

GOPP GG ,,1
,

1,
,

−=                         (6) 

Else{ 
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The remaining bits of (n-1)-th P-frame in i-th GOP are provided by 

, 1
,

i n
P frameG − = , arg

i
P t etR , 1

,
i n
P outputR −− (n>=2)                               (7) 

where , 1
,

i n
P outputR −  is the amount of the output bits after encoding the (n-1)-th P-

frame in i-th GOP. Then, we accumulate the remaining bits from the first P-
frame to (n-1)-th P-frame in i-th GOP. The accumulated remaining bits for n-th 
P-frame in i-th GOP are given by 

∑=
−

=

1

1

,
,

,
,

n

k

ki
frameP

ni
GOPP GG (n>=2)                                      (8) 

} 
} 

Stage 3: Determination of QP increment or decrement amount from Look-up tables 

If (The current frame == P-frame && The Previous frame != I-frame){ 
The amounts of QP increment/decrement for ROI and xROI1 are decided as fol-
lows: 

If ( , 1
,ROI

i n
PPSNR − <

1

, 1
,xROI

i n
PPSNR − && , 1

,ROI
i n
PPSNR − > PSNR_Th1) 

,
,ROI

i n
pQPΔ = 1

ROIQp , 
1

,
,xROI

i n
pQPΔ = 1

xROI1
Qp  

where , 1
,ROI

i n
PPSNR −  and 

1

, 1
,xROI

i n
PPSNR −  are the PSNR values of (n-1)-th P-frame in 

i-th GOP for ROI and xROI1, respectively. Accordingly, ,
,ROI

i n
pQPΔ  and 

1

,
,xROI

i n
pQPΔ  are the QP changes for n-th P-frame in i-th GOP for ROI and xROI1, 

respectively. 1
ROIQp  and 1

xROI1
Qp  are the QP changes defined in Table 1 for ROI 

and xROI1, respectively. PSNR_Th1 is a PSNR threshold for ROI. PSNR_Th1 is 
set to 35dB in our case. 

Else if ( , 1
,ROI

i n
PPSNR − < PSNR_Th2  && ,

,
i n
P GOPG > 1β ) 

,
,ROI

i n
pQPΔ = 2

ROIQp , 
1

,
,xROI

i n
pQPΔ = 2

xROI1
Qp  

where PSNR_Th2 is a PSNR threshold for ROI. PSNR_Th2 is set to 33dB in 
our case. 1β  is a threshold for the accumulated remaining bits in GOP and is 

determined by experiments with 1β =-500. 2
ROIQp  and 2

xROI1
Qp  are the QP 

changes defined in Table 1 for ROI and xROI1, respectively. 

Else 
If ( ,

,
i n
P GOPG <0) { ,

,ROI
i n
pQPΔ = 3

ROIQp , 
1

,
,xROI

i n
pQPΔ = 3

xROI1
Qp , Go to Step 1 } 

Else        { ,
,ROI

i n
pQPΔ = 4

ROIQp , 
1

,
,xROI

i n
pQPΔ = 4

xROI1
Qp , Go to Step 2 } 

where 3
ROIQp , 4

ROIQp  and 3
xROI1

Qp , 4
xROI1

Qp  are the QP changes defined in Table 1 

for ROI and xROI1, respectively. 
} 
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Table 1 gives the values of 
ROIQp , 

1xROIQp  depending on ,
,

i n
P GOPG , , 1

,
i n
P frameG − . 

xQP  is the 

QP value for xROI1 in the previous frame. max QP  is set to 51 in H.264|AVC. 

Table 1. QP Adjustment Table for P-frames 

(
GOPG = ,

,
i n
P GOPG , 

frameG = , 1
,

i n
P frameG − , 

xQP =
1

, 1
,xROI

i n
PQP − ) 

 

Condition 1
ROIQp  1

xROI1
Qp  Condition 4

ROIQp 4
xROI1

Qp  

· -5 +10 ( 3000)GOPif G >  -2 -5 

Condition 2
ROIQp  2

xROI1
Qp  _ ( 2000)GOPelse if G > -1 -3 

( 5000)GOPif G >  -5 -7 _ ( 1000)GOPelse if G > 0 -3 

_ ( 3000)GOPelse if G >  -4 -5 Condition aQp4
ROI

aQp4
xROI1

 

_ ( 1000)GOPelse if G >  -3 -4 ( 3000)GOPif G >  -3 0 

else -3 +5 _ ( 2000)GOPelse if G > -1 -2 

Condition 3
ROIQp  3

xROI1
Qp  _ ( 1000)GOPelse if G > -1 -2 

( 2000)GOPif G < −  +4 +6 Condition bQp4
ROI

bQp4
xROI1

 

_ ( 500)GOPelse if G < −  +2 +4 ( 4000)GOPif G >  -3 -3 

_ ( 100)GOPelse if G < −  +1 +3 _ ( 3000)GOPelse if G >  -2 -1 

else 0 +2 _ ( 2000)GOPelse if G >  -1 +1 

Condition aQp3
ROI

 aQp3
xROI1

 _ ( 1500)GOPelse if G >  -2 +1 

( 2000)GOPif G < −  +1 xmax QP QP− _ ( 1000)GOPelse if G > -1 +3 

_ ( 1000)GOPelse if G < −  +2 xmax QP QP− Else 0 -1 

_ ( 500)GOPelse if G < −  +1 +6 Condition cQp4
ROI

cQp4
xROI1

 

_ ( 300)GOPelse if G < −  +1 +2 ( 3000)GOPif G >  -1 -2 

else +1 +1 _ ( 2000)GOPelse if G > -1 -2 

Condition bQp3
ROI

 bQp3
xROI1

 
_ ( 1000

& & 0)

GOP

frame

else if G

G

>

>
 

-1 -2 

· +1 xmax QP QP− _ ( 1000)GOPelse if G >  0 -2 

   
_

( 2 0 0 0 )fra m e

e ls e if

G < −
 

+1 +2 

Step 1: Fine-tuning of QP changes when the accumulated remaining bits in GOP 
are negative 

If (n == ,
GOP
P frameN  && , 1

,
i n
P frameG − < 2β ) ,

,ROI
i n
pQPΔ += aQp3

ROI
, 

1

,
,xROI

i n
pQPΔ += aQp3

xROI1
 

where n is the index of the current frame, and 2β is a threshold for the remaining 

bits of the previous P-frame in i-th GOP and is experimentally determined with 

2β =1500. aQp3
ROI

 and aQp3
xROI1

 are the QP changes defined in Table 1 for ROI 

and xROI1, respectively. 
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Else{  If (n== ,
GOP
P frameN − 1 && ,

,
i n
P GOPG < 3β ) 

,
,ROI

i n
pQPΔ += bQp3

ROI , 1

,
,xROI

i n
pQPΔ += bQp3

xROI1
 } 

where 3β  is a threshold for the accumulated remaining bits for the current frame 

in i-th GOP and is experimentally determined with 3β = -2000. bQp3
ROI  and 

bQp3
xROI1

 are the QP changes defined in Table 1 for ROI and xROI1, respectively. 

Step 2: Fine-tuning of QP changes when the accumulated remaining bits in GOP 
are positive 

If ( ,
,

i n
P GOPG > 4β  && , 1

,
i n
P frameG − >

5β ) 

If (n == ,
GOP
P frameN )  ,

,ROI
i n
pQPΔ += aQp4

ROI , 1

,
,xROI

i n
pQPΔ += aQp4

xROI1
 

Else            ,
,ROI

i n
pQPΔ += bQp4

ROI , 1

,
,xROI

i n
pQPΔ += bQp4

xROI1
 

where 4β  and 
5β  are the threshold values for the accumulated remaining bits 

until the previous frame, and for the remaining bits of the previous frame after 
encoding in i-th GOP, respectively. They are experimentally determined with 

4β = 4,000 and 
5β =300. aQp4

ROI , bQp4
ROI  and aQp4

xROI1
, bQp4

xROI1
 are the QP 

changes defined in Table 1 for ROI and xROI1, respectively. 

Else { If (n == ,
GOP
P frameN )  ,

,ROI
i n
pQPΔ += cQp4

ROI , 1

,
,xROI

i n
pQPΔ += cQp4

xROI1
 } 

Stage 4: Update of QP values for ROI and xROI1 

If (The current frame == I-frame) { 

If (The current frame == The first I-frame in the sequence) 

init
I QPQP ROI
1

ROI, = , init
I QPQP

11 xROI
1

xROI, =  

where initQPROI
 and initQP

1xROI
 are the initial QP values for ROI and xROI1 in the 

first I-frame of the sequence. initQPROI
 and initQP

1xROI
 are set to 30 and 35, respec-

tively, in our experiments. 

Else { 
If( | 1

,
i
I frameG − |> targetIG R ,⋅α ) 

,
1,

,ROI ,ROI ,
1

( ) /

GOP
P frameN

i i n GOP
I P P frame

n

QP QP N−

=

= ∑ , 
,

1 1

1,
,xROI ,xROI ,

1

( ) /

GOP
P frameN

i i n GOP
I P P frame

n

QP QP N−

=

= ∑  

Else      
,ROI
i

IQP = 1
,ROI
i

IQP − , 
1,xROI

i
IQP = 

1

1
,xROI
i

IQP −  (i>=2)                               (9) 

where Gα  is a threshold determined by experiments with Gα =0.4. 1,
,ROI

i n
PQP − , 

1

1,
,xROI

i n
PQP −  are the QP values for ROI and xROI1 of n-th P-frame in (i-1)-th GOP. 

} 
} 
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Else { 
If (The previous frame == I-frame) 

,1
,ROI ,ROI

i i
P IQP QP= , 

1 1

,1
,xROI ,xROI

i i
P IQP QP=  

Else                ,
,ROI

i n
PQP = , 1

,ROI
i n

PQP − + ,
,ROI

i n
pQPΔ  

1

,
,xROI

i n
PQP =

1

, 1
,xROI

i n
PQP − +

1

,
,xROI

i n
pQPΔ                                           (10) 

} 

Stage 5: Determination QP-Step for the remaining xROI’s 
The QP-Step of n-th P-frame in i-th GOP is computed by 

,
xROI
i nS  =

1

, xROI
xROI(max QP ) /( 1)i n

regionQP N− −                               (11) 

where xROI
regionN  is the number of divided xROI regions in a frame. The QP-Step is 

bounded by the maximum value set to 5. 

Stage 6: Update of QP values for the remaining xROI’s 
For(m=2; m< x R O I

r e g io nN ; m++) 

)1(,
xROI

,
xROI

,
xROI 1

−⋅+= mSQPQP ninini

m
                                  (12) 

4   Experimental Results 

We implement the proposed ROI/xROI based rate control algorithm in the reference 
software, JM 11.0 [12]. The experiments are performed based on the Baseline profile 
of H.264/AVC with RDO ON, search range ±16, intra period 10, the Hadamard trans-
form ON, and FMO type 2. The five sequences were used in the experiments, includ-
ing Carphone (C), Foreman (F), Silent (S), Salesman (M), and Grandma (G) with 
QCIF, 100 frames and 10fps. The PC for the simulation has Pentium4 3.0GHz CPU 
and 2.0Gbyte RAM. 

Table 2. Comparison of the bitrates (kbps) and PSNR values (dB) in Each Region Between JM 
11.0 and the Proposed Algorithm 

Seq. values 
Original JM 11.0 Proposed method 

ROI xROI1 xROI2 xROI3 ROI xROI1 xROI2 xROI3

C
Y-PSNR 32.54 34.05 34.61 33.3 34.81 31.80 30.17 26.66

bitrates 45.78 41.51 

F 
Y-PSNR 30.43 30.62 31.22 30.41 33.74 28.67 27.59 25.18

bitrates 42.1 41.34 

S 
Y-PSNR 32.04 33.18 33.33 33.80 34.48 31.05 29.24 26.32

bitrates 42.06 41.24 

M 
Y-PSNR 32.41 34.72 35.39 34.16 34.156 31.86 29.89 26.14

bitrates 42.57 41.59 

G 
Y-PSNR 34.75 38.3 38.65 38.99 35.32 34.39 32.75 30.66

bitrates 43.19 41.96  
  (QCIF, 100frames, 10fps, GOP 10frames, Target Bitrates 42kbps, ROI Size: 30MBs). 
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In order to evaluate the proposed algorithm, we compare the performance of our 
scheme with that of in the original JM 11.0. Table 2 gives the comparisons of the 
bitrates, and Y-PSNR values in each region between the original JM 11.0 and the 
proposed algorithm. In the proposed algorithm, it is shown that the video quality of 
ROI is the best and the region nearer to ROI obtains the better quality. This effect can 
elevate the overall perceptual quality. Since the bit amounts spent on ROI have been 
more increased for ROI with higher motion, the amounts of output bits for xROI’s 
have been reduced accordingly to compensate them. Moreover, the Y-PSNR value of 
non-ROI (xROI’s) is more sensitive than that of ROI because non-ROI usually has 
less motion than ROI. This is taken into account for QP adjustments in xROI’s. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. Comparisons of the bitrates fluctuation per GOP between JM 11.0 and the proposed rate 
control algorithm for C, F and S sequences 
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Fig. 3 shows the comparison of the bitrates per GOP on both methods for the se-
quences (C, F and S). As shown in Fig. 3 the proposed rate control algorithm yields 
output bitrates very close to the target bitrates per GOP and reduces the variation of 
output bitrates compared with the original rate control in JM 11.0. 

Fig. 4 shows the comparison of the subjective quality between JM 11.0 and the 
proposed scheme. As shown in Fig. 4, it is demonstrated that the proposed algorithm 
outperforms the existing scheme of JM 11.0 in the perceived visual quality. 
 

 

 

Fig. 4. Comparisons of the subjective quality between JM 11.0 (left) and the proposed rate 
control algorithm (right) in each sequence for C (top) and F (bottom) sequences 

 
The additional experimental results are shown in Table 3. Table 3 tabulates the 

times taken for encoding, the standard deviations of PSNR values and the bitrates per 
GOP. The standard deviation implies the extent of the fluctuation. It is observed that 
the proposed algorithm can lower the temporal quality change with the significantly 
decreased fluctuation of output bitrates in comparison with the existing scheme in JM 
11.0. Furthermore, the total encoding time can be saved up to approximately 5% of 
the encoding time in JM 11.0. 

Table 3. Additional Results between JM 11.0 and the Proposed Algorithm 

Sequence Std. of PSNR (dB) Std. of Bitrates (kbits) Encoding Times (sec) 
 JM 11.0 Proposed JM 11.0 Proposed JM 11.0 Proposed 

C 2.52 1.92 13.24 1.0 58.87 57.69 
F 2.74 1.25 15.92 0.93 59.77 59.12 
S 1.69 0.44 10.35 0.97 60.02 58.69 
M 1.49 0.45 13.12 1.33 59.7 58.19 
G 1.16 0.56 7.2 0.99 59.21 56.29 
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5   Conclusion 

The proposed algorithm enhances the subjective spatial quality by increasingly as-
signing QP values in xROI’s away from ROI, thus making it more visually appealing. 
Also, it allows for more flexibility in controlling the output bitrates with such QP 
assignments in ROI and xROI’s. The experimental results exhibit that the proposed 
algorithm is more applicable for video telephony than the original JM 11.0 of 
H.264|AVC for mobile communication networks with limited transmission band-
width. 
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